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Summary
Patient VP underwent complete callosotomy for the Although we found no evidence for transfer of colour,

shape or size information, there is good evidence forcontrol of intractable epilepsy at the age of 27 years.
Subsequent MRI, however, revealed spared callosal fibres transfer of word information. This suggests that the

spared splenial fibres in VP’s corpus callosum arein the rostral and splenial ends of the corpus callosum.
We report a series of experiments designed to determine material-specific. The results of these experiments

illustrate the remarkable degree of functional specificitywhether these fibres support functional transfer of
information between the two cerebral hemispheres. within the corpus callosum
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Introduction
One of the objectives of human neurobiology is to establish allowed the detection of inadvertently spared fibre systems

in an otherwise fully sectioned corpus callosum. Armed withstructure–function relationships. The general principles of
hemispheric and regional brain function are well established, this knowledge, careful behavioural testing can reveal the

types of information that can or cannot be communicatedbut the ways in which specific perceptual and cognitive
functions relate to brain structure remain elusive. Studies of between the two half-brains. This allows the determination

of the specific functions of remaining fibre systems.patients with brain lesions have failed to provide this degree
of structure–function specificity. Patients with focal cortical VP is one callosotomy patient with inadvertently spared

callosal fibres, who can provide a direct way of determininglesions occurring in what appear to be similar brain areas
can present with vastly different symptoms, leaving simple the role of a specific callosal region. Despite spared fibres in

both the rostral and the splenial tips of the corpus callosumcorrelations between cognitive functions and cortical areas
hard to determine. Conversely, patients with similar deficits (Gazzaniga et al., 1985), most studies with VP have provided

little evidence that these fibres are capable of supportingoften have vastly different brain lesions in terms of both the
location and the extent of damage. interhemispheric transfer (Holtzman, 1984; Fendrich and

Gazzaniga, 1989; Seymour et al., 1994). There are, however,In recent years, investigations of the effects of hemispheric
disconnection have contributed greatly to our understanding a few studies that suggest some interhemispheric information

transfer in this patient. Gazzaniga and colleagues investigatedof the network of brain areas involved in specific mental
activities. There is a great deal of variation in the extent to VP’s ability to make rhyming judgements about word pairs

in which the two words were presented simultaneously towhich the hemispheres are disconnected in patients who
undergo this surgery. Research on patients who have had the the two visual fields. They found that in certain conditions

her performance was better than expected by chance aloneentire length of the corpus callosum surgically severed—
so-called ‘split-brain’ patients—has provided insights into our (Gazzaniga et al., 1989). More recently, a study on the

integration of compound words across the midline providedunderstanding of brain function. Many of these callosotomy
surgeries were conducted prior to the advent of non-invasive further evidence for information transfer in this patient. In

this study, the two component words of a compound wordbrain imaging techniques, so investigators had to rely on the
surgical report to document the extent of the lesion. More were presented simultaneously, with one component in each

visual field. The words were selected so that neitherrecently, it has been possible to verify the extent of cortical
disconnection using MRI (Gazzaniga et al., 1985). This has component word alone would suggest the meaning of the
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compound (e.g. breakfast, headstone). The patient was asked
to depict the compound word by drawing. In a previous
study, Kingstone and Gazzaniga tested patient JW using this
paradigm (Kingstone and Gazzaniga, 1995). This patient had
a complete callosotomy, which was confirmed by MRI. His
drawings always depicted only one of the components and
never the compound word. When patient VP was tested,
however, she was able to draw the compound on every trial
(Funnell et al., 2000). This is evidence that she was able to
integrate the two component words to extract the meaning
of the compound. This integration is thought to have occurred
via her spared callosal fibres, since testing with JW suggests
that subcortical pathways are not sufficient for this type
of transfer.

The regions of spared fibres in VP are circumscribed and
well defined, providing an opportunity to investigate the role
of these fibre regions in the transfer of information between
the two hemispheres. The results of previous experiments
with this patient demonstrate that there is some functional

Fig. 1 Midsagittal section from VP’s structural MRI showinginterhemispheric transfer, but that this transfer is not seen in
sparing in the rostral and splenial ends of the corpus callosum.some paradigms and with some types of visual information.

The purpose of the experiments reported here was to
investigate systematically the types of visual information that

have access to the stimulus. Specific details about thecould be transferred via VP’s spared splenial fibres. It was
procedure and response mode are included in eachexpected that this would provide direct evidence about the
experiment.functional specificity of this region of the corpus callosum.

Experiment 1: perceptual matching
Methods The first experiment was designed to assess VP’s ability to
Subject make between-field perceptual judgements about simul-
Patient VP is a 47-year-old woman who underwent a two- taneously presented pairs of stimuli. Judgements were based
stage callosotomy in 1979 at the age of 27 years. Although on differences in colour, shape or size. To rule out different
the callosotomy was reported to be complete, follow-up MRI degrees of interhemispheric transfer in different regions of
in 1984 revealed spared fibres in the rostrum and splenium the visual field, the location of the stimulus pairs varied
(Gazzaniga et al., 1985) (Fig. 1). The spared rostral fibres across the two visual fields.
comprised ~1.8% of the total cross-sectional area of the
corpus callosum and the spared splenial fibres comprised
~1% of the area. VP’s postsurgery intelligence and memory Stimuli
quotients were within normal limits (Gazzaniga et al., 1984). Colour
This patient has been tested extensively and information on The stimuli consisted of 1.5° diameter circles that were red,
her medical history and cognitive abilities has been published green or blue. The photopic luminances of the colours were
elsewhere (Sidtis et al., 1981; Gazzaniga et al., 1984). 11.35 cd/m2 for red, 25.63 cd/m2 for green and 7.87 cd/m2

The experimental protocol was approved by the Dartmouth for blue. The luminance of the white background was 37.12
College Committee for the Protection of Human Subjects cd/m2. The circles were paired across the midline such that
and written informed consent was obtained from VP. one circle appeared in one visual field and the other circle

appeared in the opposite visual field. This resulted in three
‘same’ pairs (e.g. red paired with red) and six ‘different’
pairs (e.g. red paired with blue). Each of the same pairsEquipment and procedure

In all four experiments, VP was seated ~57 cm from the appeared twice to match the total number of different pairs.
The resulting 12 pairs appeared in four horizontal positionsscreen of a Power Macintosh G3 personal computer with a

17-inch colour monitor. She was told to fixate on a central with respect to the midline: stimuli were centred 2.5°, 3.75°,
5° and 6.25° from the cross-hair. This resulted in 48 stimuluscross-hair, and stimuli were presented for 150 ms. Each

stimulus item or pair was presented such that the medial pairs. In addition, the positions of the pairs also varied along
the vertical dimension: stimuli centred 5° above the midline,edge of the stimulus was positioned 2–5° from the central

cross-hair to ensure that the ipsilateral hemisphere did not 2.5° above the midline, at the midline, 2.5° below the midline
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Table 1 Z-scores for each location tested in experiment 1

Vertical distance from Horizontal distance from midline
midline

2.5° 3.75° 5.0° 6.25°

�5.0° 1.155 –0.577 0.000 0.577
�2.5° 1.443 1.155 0.000 –1.155
0° 0.000 0.289 0.577 –0.577
–2.5° 0.866 0.577 –0.866 0.289
–5.0° 0.289 0.289 0.866 1.732

Horizontal distances refer to the distance in degrees of visual
angle of each stimulus from the vertical midline. Vertical
distances refer to the distance from the horizontal midline at
which the stimulus pair was presented. None of these scores
reached significance at the P � 0.05 level.Fig. 2 Schematic diagram of the locations tested in experiment 1.

Stimulus pairs were presented with one item in each pair
appearing on either side of the vertical midline. The pairs were significantly greater than chance (Table 1). The lack of
always shown in corresponding locations. For example, the large transfer suggests that neither subcortical pathways nor VP’s
circles represent a stimulus pair presented at the horizontal spared callosal fibres are sufficient for transfer of colour, sizemidline, with each item centred 2.5° from the vertical midline.

or shape information. Although VP was instructed to maintainThe small circles represent the other possible stimulus locations.
fixation on a central cross-hair, her fixation was not monitored
during the course of the experiment. The lack of any evidence
for interhemispheric transfer provides evidence that VP didand 5° below the midline (Fig. 2). This resulted in a total of
maintain fixation.240 stimulus pairs, which were randomly divided into six

sets of 40 items.

Experiment 2: delayed perceptual matching
In simultaneous matching, attentional resources must be

Size divided between the two visual fields, and this may interfere
The stimuli consisted of black circles (circle luminance � with the ability to make accurate judgements about the
5.57 cd/m2, background luminance � 37.12 cd/m2) that stimuli. In order to remove this possible confound, perceptual
varied in size: small (visual angle � 1°), medium (visual matching was assessed using a delayed matching procedure.
angle � 1.5°) and large (visual angle � 2°). The stimulus
pairs were constructed in the same way as described above

Stimuliand were presented in analogous locations, resulting in six
sets of 40 items. Coloured shapes

Target items were nine objects that varied in colour (red,
blue or green) and shape (circle, square or triangle). Each
target item was associated with three response pairs, resultingShape
in a total of 27 response pairs, each of which consisted ofThe stimuli consisted of black circles, squares and triangles
two items aligned vertically. One item in each pair matched(luminance � 5.57 cd/m2). Each shape fitted within a
the corresponding target item, and the other object differed1.5°�1.5° area. The stimulus pairs were constructed and
from the target in colour, shape or both (Fig. 3). The targetpresented in the same way as the colour and size pairs.
item and the corresponding response pair appeared in different
visual fields. For example, if the target item appeared in the
right visual field, then the corresponding response itemProcedure
appeared in the left visual field. Each target item/responseThe testing procedure was the same for all three types of
pair combination appeared twice in each set, resulting in astimuli. VP fixated on a central cross-hair and each stimulus
total of 54 trials. In the second presentation of the trial, thepair was presented for 150 ms. After presentation of each
visual fields were reversed so that the target item appearedpair, VP verbally responded ‘yes’ if the two items in the pair
in the left visual field and the response item in the right. VPwere identical and ‘no’ if they were not.
completed six sets of the 54 items, which appeared in a
different random order in each set.

Results and discussion
There was no evidence of perceptual transfer for colour, size Words

The stimuli were identical to those in the previous experimentor shape in any of the 20 locations assessed. Binomial
tests revealed no location for which VP’s accuracy was except that the objects used as target items were replaced
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information, there was evidence for some limited transfer of
word information.

Experiment 3: rhyming judgements
Although the results of the previous experiment provide
evidence for the transfer of word information, the nature of
this transfer remains unclear. In a subsequent experiment,
which was a replication of that of Gazzaniga and colleagues
(Gazzaniga et al., 1989), we investigated what aspects of
words are transferred between VP’s two hemispheres.

Stimuli
The stimuli consisted of four types of word pairs. The first
type were pairs of words that looked and sounded like rhymesFig. 3 Black-and-white schematic diagram of the paradigm for
(e.g. tire and fire). The second type were word pairs thatexperiment 2. A target stimulus was presented to one visual field
looked as if they should rhyme but did not (e.g. cough andand a response pair was presented to the opposite visual field. VP

responded by pointing to the location on the screen of the item dough). A third category consisted of words that did not look
that matched the target. (A) The condition in which the target was as if they should rhyme but did (e.g. bake and ache). The
a coloured object. (B) The condition in which the target object fourth category were pairs of words that neither looked norwas replaced by a verbal description.

sounded like rhymes (e.g. keys and fort). There were 60
word pairs in each condition, giving a total of 240 pairs.

with verbal descriptions of the item. For example, a picture
of a green square was replaced with the words ‘green square.’
The response items were pictures, as in the preceding Procedure

VP fixated on a central cross-hair and each word pair wasexperiment (Fig. 3). The target words and corresponding
response pairs again appeared in different visual fields. Each presented for 150 ms. The two words in each pair were

presented simultaneously, with one word on each side of thetarget item/response pair combination appeared twice in each
set, resulting in a total of 54 trials per set. VP completed six cross-hair. The experiment was run twice. The second run

was the same as the first except that the visual fields of eachrandomized orders of these 54 trials.
word in the pair were reversed (i.e. if a word appeared in
the right visual field in the first run, it appeared in the left
field in the second run). After presentation of each word pair,Procedure

VP fixated on a central cross-hair. A target item was flashed VP responded ‘yes’ if the two words in the pair rhymed and
‘no’ if they did not.to one visual field for 150 ms, there was a pause of 150 ms

and then a response pair was flashed for 150 ms to the
contralateral visual field. After presentation of each response
pair, VP pointed to the position on the computer monitor (up Results and discussion

Because this experiment involved analysis of data collectedor down) of the item that matched the target. She responded
with the hand ipsilateral to the response pair. from a single observer, statistical tests on VP’s responses

were carried out using a hierarchical χ2 analysis (Winer et al.,
1991). Discrimination accuracy in these analyses is indexed
by the interaction between experimental condition andResults and discussion

VP was at chance in selecting which of the two items in the response. Response bias is indexed by the interaction between
experimental condition and response. The factorial design ofresponse pair matched the target item (correct selection �

177/324 � 0.55, binomial test z � 1.67, n.s.) when the target the experiments allows higher-order interaction effects to be
evaluated in a manner directly analogous to analysis ofitem was a coloured shape. This is consistent with the results

of the previous experiment, indicating that there is no variance. VP’s performance was above chance in this task
[χ2(1) � 62.65, P � 0.01] and she was able to distinguishevidence for interhemispheric transfer of colour, size or shape

information. For the word targets, VP’s accuracy was low among the different conditions (Fig. 4). When the word pairs
did not sound like rhymes, VP was able to say accuratelybut was significantly better than chance in selecting which

of the two items in the response pair matched the target that the words did not rhyme regardless of whether or not
the words looked as if they should rhyme (0.167 for bothdescription (correct selection � 208/324 � 0.64, binomial

test z � 4.97, P � 0.01). This suggests that, although conditions). When the words did rhyme, VP was more likely
to say that they rhymed, particularly if the words also lookedthere was no evidence for transfer of colour, size or shape
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Fig. 4 Proportion of rhyme judgements for each condition in
experiment 3. R–/L– � words sound and look different; R–/
L� � words sound different but look similar; R�/L– � words
sound similar but look different; R�/L� � words look and
sound similar.

Fig. 5 Schematic diagram of the paradigm for experiment 4. Prioras if they should rhyme [did not look like rhymes, 0.417; to each test set, two words were presented to the same visual field
looked like rhymes, 0.6; χ2(1) � 4.51; P � 0.05]. This is (A). The first word was the ‘secret’ word and the second word
consistent with her performance in previous testing was the ‘substitute’ word. VP was instructed that whenever the

secret word appeared in the test list (B), she should say the(Gazzaniga et al., 1989) and suggests that there is some
substitute word instead.transfer of word information.

substitute word, the test list was initiated (Fig. 5). VP was
told to fixate on a central cross-hair and say the word thatExperiment 4: secret word paradigm

The two previous experiments provided evidence for the was presented. After each response, the next trial was initiated
by the experimenter.interhemispheric transfer of word information. It is unclear

from either experiment, however, whether the whole word is
transferred from one hemisphere to the other or if only some
aspects (such as phonology) are transferred. A paradigm Results and discussion

The secret and substitute words were presented to thepreviously introduced by Gazzaniga and colleagues
(Gazzaniga et al., 1982) was adapted to address this issue. same visual field. Therefore, one hemisphere had specific

information about these words but the other hemisphere was
given no information. In the test lists, the secret word
appeared first in the contralateral field so there was noStimuli

Stimuli consisted of 16 lists of 10 words. Prior to each test opportunity for cross-hemispheric cueing to have occurred.
In the absence of any interhemispheric information transfer,set, two words were presented to the same visual field. The

first word was designated the ‘secret’ word and the second the probability of producing the correct substitute word when
shown the secret word in the contralateral visual field isword the ‘substitute’ word. The secret word then appeared

once in each visual field in the subsequent list of 10 words. essentially zero. Remarkably, VP was able to produce the
substitute word eight out of 16 times in this condition. In anIn all test lists, the secret word first appeared in the visual

field contralateral to its initial presentation. The position of additional four instances, VP indicated knowledge of the
secret word although she was not able to produce the correctthe secret words in the test list was determined randomly.
substitute word. She expressed this knowledge by raising her
hand and hesitating, then producing a previous substitute
word or producing an incorrect substitute word. This isProcedure

At the start of each test set, VP was shown two successive strong evidence that there is information transfer between
hemispheres. There was no evidence that transfer occurredwords to the same visual field. When the first of the words

appeared, she was told that the word was the secret word more readily in one direction than in the other.
and she should not say the word aloud. When the second
word (the substitute word) was presented, she was told that
whenever she saw the secret word she should say the General discussion

Although VP showed no evidence for transfer of colour, sizesubstitute word instead. For example, if the first two words
were ‘sofa’ and ‘book’, VP was to say ‘book’ every time the or shape, there was compelling evidence for transfer of word

information. Previous research has demonstrated that wordword ‘sofa’ appeared on the screen. During the presentation of
the secret word and the substitute word, neither word was information is not transferred subcortically (e.g. Gazzaniga

et al., 1984; Kingstone and Gazzaniga, 1995), suggestingsaid aloud. After the presentation of the secret word and the
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that the transfer in patient VP is occurring via her spared portion of the splenium is involved in transfer of picture
callosal fibres. The finding that there is transfer of some information and the ventroposterior portion is involved in
types of visual information (words) but not others (colour, transfer of letter information (Suzuki et al., 1998). The
shape, size) provides insight into the remarkable specificity importance of the posterior corpus callosum for the transfer
of callosal fibres. of visually presented words has long been recognized. For

Post-mortem research on human and monkey brains has example, Dejerine reported a patient with pure alexia (alexia
revealed that the corpus callosum is topographically without agraphia) who had damage to the left occipital lobe
organized, with anterior fibres connecting the frontal regions and the splenium of the corpus callosum (Dejerine, 1891).
of the two hemispheres and posterior fibres connecting the This patient was evidently unable to read because words
posterior cortical structures. Specifically, fibres from the presented to the right of fixation fell within the blind visual
superior parietal lobule and the occipital cortex pass field and words presented to the left of fixation could not be
exclusively through the splenium, whereas frontal fibres pass transferred to the left hemisphere through the splenium
through the rostral half of the corpus callosum, including (Geschwind, 1972). It is important to note that pure alexia
the genu. This anterior-to-posterior organization results in is a specific reading deficit—patients are typically able to
modality-specific regions of the corpus callosum (Pandya recognize and name objects presented visually. Lesions that
et al., 1971; de Lacoste et al., 1985). Research has revealed disconnect the left angular gyrus from visual inputs are often
that the anterior midbody transfers motor information, the associated with pure alexia (Damasio and Damasio, 1983).
posterior midbody transfers somatosensory information, the A variety of imaging studies have suggested the existence
isthmus transfers auditory information and the splenium of a visual word area in the lateral occipital lobe (Petersen
transfers visual information. For example, Risse and et al., 1988; Uchida et al., 1999). Although the precise
colleagues reported that lesions of the anterior two-thirds of location of this area is unclear and perhaps somewhat variable
the corpus callosum that spared the splenium resulted in (Fiez and Petersen, 1998), it is likely that splenial fibres
disruption of interhemispheric transfer in a dichotic listening connect the visual word form area to homologous regions in
task and some somatosensory tasks (Risse et al., 1989). the contralateral hemisphere. Investigations with patient VP
Patients who underwent more complete anterior callosal suggest that her spared splenial fibres terminate in the visual
sectioning that spared only one-third of the splenium word form area and are responsible for the transfer of words.
demonstrated intact visual transfer but a lack of These fibres do not, however, support the transfer of non-
interhemispheric transfer in all other modalities. Lesions word visual information such as colour and size.
restricted to the posterior corpus callosum disrupted

Although the data clearly indicate that VP’s spared splenial
interhemispheric visual transfer but other modalities were

fibres are capable of transferring words between the two
unaffected (Gazzaniga and Freedman, 1973).

hemispheres, the nature of this transfer is unclear. The
VP’s spared callosal fibres are in the rostrum and splenium.

individual letters of each word could be transferred from one
The rostrum connects frontal brain regions and is unlikely

hemisphere to the other and then each hemisphere couldto be involved in the transfer of visual information. Since
construct the resulting word from the letters. The twothe splenial region of the corpus callosum is known to
hemispheres have different approaches to letter strings andconnect occipital brain regions (Clarke and Miklossy, 1990),
this might affect the efficiency of transfer in one directionit is likely that VP’s interhemispheric transfer of word
or the other. The right hemisphere appears to use a serialinformation is occurring via her spared splenial fibres. Her
processing approach, whereas the left uses parallel processingcallosotomy surgery was performed in two stages. The
(Reuter-Lorenz and Baynes, 1992). This might imply thatanterior portion was sectioned first, followed 7 weeks later
the right hemisphere uses a letter-by-letter approach to readingby the posterior section (Sidtis et al., 1981). The anterior
words whereas the left hemisphere is also capable of readingand posterior sections were both performed from a central
whole words. An alternative to the transfer of individualcraniotomy. The spared fibres are therefore likely to be those
letters could be that the hemisphere that ‘sees’ the lettersmost distal from the point of surgical entry. Because of the
constructs the word and then transfers the whole word to theshape of the corpus callosum, this would result in sparing of
other hemisphere. This whole-word transfer might or mightfibres in the ventral parts of the corpus callosum. In the
not include phonological and semantic information. Theanterior section the sparing would probably include the most
results of the study with rhyming words (Gazzaniga et al.,rostral fibres, and in the posterior section it would be the
1989) suggest that there is some transfer of phonologicalfibres in the ventroposterior region of the splenium.
information via VP’s spared fibres.The results of the reported experiments with patient VP are

In summary, the data suggest that VP’s spared splenialconsistent with recent speculations of Suzuki and colleagues
fibres are capable of transferring word information but(Suzuki et al., 1998). They describe a patient with a lesion
not other visual information. We conclude that there is alimited to the ventroposterior end of the splenium who was
remarkable degree of specificity within the corpus callosumable to transfer picture information but not letter information.
and that investigations with callosotomy patients who haveAfter reviewing the literature on patients with splenial lesions,

Suzuki and colleagues concluded that the anterior to middle spared callosal fibres can reveal this functional topography.
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